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Subsalt imaging improvement possibilities through 
a combination of FWI and reflection FWI

Abstract
Despite continuous improvements in seismic acquisition and 

processing technology, imaging under salt remains challenging, 
speci	cally because of the di�culty in updating complex salt 
geometries and subsalt velocity. Synthetic studies show that when 
certain conditions are met, full-waveform inversion (FWI) can 
recover very complex velocity models, including the geometry of 
the salt and the subsalt velocity. Unfortunately, currently available 
seismic 	eld data fall short of meeting the requirements needed 
to replicate what can be achieved on synthetic data. We 	rst use 
a wide-azimuth data set from the Mexican side of the Gulf of 
Mexico (GOM) to show how FWI can improve imaging in the 
subsalt. In addition to utilizing the diving-wave energy to derive 
a reliable model in the shallow sediment overburden, we use 
re�ection FWI (RFWI) to update the velocity model in the deep 
area. RFWI utilizes the low-wavenumber components of the 
FWI gradient associated with waves re�ected in the model, which 
makes it possible to circumvent the well-known penetration-depth 
limitation of FWI and the shortcomings of traditional tomogra-
phy-based methods. �is is achieved by alternately using the 
high-wavenumber and low-wavenumber components of the FWI 
gradient to update density and velocity models, respectively. We 
then use an ultralong-o�set, full-azimuth data set from the U.S. 
side of the GOM to show that, with more suitable data, FWI 
and RFWI can be combined to recover the velocity in and around 
complex salt bodies, providing signi	cant uplift to subsalt images.

Introduction
Full-waveform inversion (FWI) (Tarantola, 1984) is now 

recognized as the method of choice to provide accurate high-
resolution velocity for the shallower part of velocity models (Sirgue 
and Pratt, 2004). While impressive results have been achieved 
using FWI for updating the salt and subsalt of the velocity model 
on synthetic data sets, the same level of bene	t has not yet been 
achieved on a 	eld data set. �e gap between what FWI achieves 
on synthetic data and what FWI achieves on 	eld data is likely 
due to imperfect seismic data. Speci	cally, conventional FWI 
relies on diving waves, the penetration of which is limited to the 
shallow part of the model due to the limited o�sets of typical 
acquisitions. Furthermore, good-quality low-frequency signal is 
also required to drive the inversion in the right direction when 
the initial model is not close enough to the true model, but good 
low-frequency signal is often lacking in seismic 	eld data.

Recently, new subsurface imaging developments have been 
proposed to close the gap between FWI requirements and the 
data sets available, either by extending the minimum-usable low 
frequency in the seismic data (Dellinger et al., 2016) or by treating 
salt bodies di�erently in the FWI objective function (Esser et al., 
2015; Datta et al., 2016; Kadu et al., 2016). However, these 
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approaches have yet to make the transition to consistent real-data 
applications. �erefore, the most common method for updating 
salt geometry remains to manually pick the di�erent salt boundar-
ies through di�erent migration steps. �is method requires good 
geologic knowledge, can be quite time-intensive and challenging, 
and often fails to recover the full complexity of the salt geometry 
(Dellinger et al., 2017). For the subsalt, reverse time migration 
(RTM) angle gathers (Li et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2011) or surface-
o�set gathers (SOGs) (Yang et al., 2015) are used to update the 
velocity tomographically. A drawback of these approaches is their 
reliance on the quality of the gathers under the salt, making it 
di�cult to estimate the dip and residual curvature. Another 
drawback is their dependence on ray-based tomography, which 
is often unstable around salt, to update the velocity.

To circumvent the diving-wave penetration limitation of FWI, 
re�ection-based waveform inversions have been proposed in the 
past (Chavent et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2012) and have recently 
regained traction in the industry. As shown by Mora (1989), 
re�ection data produce two di�erent components in the FWI 
gradient: the high-wavenumber component, also known as the 
migration term, and the low-wavenumber component, also known 
as the tomographic term or “rabbit ears.” �is tomographic term 
is generated along the re�ection wavepath; therefore, it contains 
signi	cant information about the kinematics of the velocity model, 
including areas beyond the reach of diving waves. In an attempt 
to exploit this property of the tomographic term and update the 
deeper part of the velocity model, we follow the re�ection FWI 
(RFWI) method presented by Gomes and Chazalnoel (2017), 
which alternately uses the high-wavenumber and low-wavenumber 
components of the FWI gradient to update density and velocity 
models, respectively.

What FWI can do on synthetic data
We 	rst use a synthetic example to show the capability of 

FWI with the right data. In this example, we generated synthetic 
data through acoustic modeling using the BP 2004 model (Billette 
and Brandsberg-Dahl, 2005). Figure 1a shows a portion of the 
velocity model that has very complex salt geometry. �e initial 
model provided to FWI is a heavily smoothed sediment model 
without any salt, as shown in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows the 
inversion output from FWI, which is very close to the true model 
except for the sharp boundary at the sediment and salt interface. 
In this case, FWI does an almost perfect job recovering the 
complex model, including the salt geometry and subsalt velocity, 
starting from a model that is far removed from the true model.

However, to achieve this, the synthetic data we generated for 
the inversion have 30 km ultralong o�sets and contain low-fre-
quency signal down to 0.5 Hz. In reality, these requirements are 
hard to meet, especially the low-frequency aspect. For 	eld data, 
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the lowest usable frequency normally starts from 4 Hz for a marine 
environment; though in some acquisitions the limit can be brought 
down to 2 to 2.5 Hz (Mandroux et al., 2013; Dellinger, 2016). 
Figures 2b and 2c show the inversion results with data that have 
lowest usable signal from 2 and 4 Hz, respectively. Even with 
30 km ultralong o�set, the inversion fails to recover the true 
model. To a certain extent, the lack of low frequencies could be 
overcome if a better starting model was achieved with traditional 
methods so that FWI is not compromised by cycle skipping. 
Figure 3a shows another initial model with incorrect salt inter-
pretation at the rugose top of salt (TOS) and overhang areas. 
Unlike the inversion from the sediment model, FWI successfully 
corrects these misinterpretations with 2 Hz and 30 km o�set data, 
as shown in Figure 3b. But the o�set limitation, which dictates 
the penetration of the diving waves, remains an obstacle for 
conventional FWI (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). Figure 3c shows the 

FWI result with 4 Hz and 9 km o�set data, which is typical for 
wide-azimuth (WAZ) acquisitions. In this case, FWI fails to 
recover the true model, especially for the deeper part, due to the 
lack of diving-wave penetration.

RFWI
To reduce the need for long-o�set acquisitions and reliance 

on the refraction energy in the data, RFWI (Xu et al., 2012) 
uses the low-wavenumber component of the FWI gradient of 
re�ection data to update deeper parts of the model. As shown 
in Figure 4, the FWI gradient is formed by three main compo-
nents. While FWI normally relies on the transmitted wave term 
(Figure 4a), RFWI tries to make use of the re�ected wave terms 
(Figures 4b and 4c), which are able to penetrate deeper into the 
model. �e high-wavenumber component (Figure 4b), or migra-
tion term, is generated by crosscorrelation of wave	elds traveling 

Figure 1. (a) A portion of the BP 2004 velocity model. (b) Heavily smoothed sediment model. (c) FWI inverted model with frequency starting from 0.5 Hz.

Figure 2. (a) FWI inversion starts from 0.5 Hz. (b) FWI inversion starts from 2 Hz. (c) FWI inversion starts from 4 Hz.

Figure 3. (a) Perturbed BP 2004 model as initial model for FWI with misinterpretation at TOS and overhang area, indicated by the green arrows. (b) FWI inverted model 
with 2 Hz and 30 km offset data. The green arrows indicate the inversion is successful at resolving the two misinterpretations in the initial model. (c) FWI inverted model 
with 4 Hz and 9 km offset data. The blue arrows indicate that the inversion fails to resolve the two misinterpretations in the initial model.
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in opposite directions, and its wavenumber content normally 
has limited impact on the kinematics of the model. �e low-
wavenumber component, or tomographic term, is generated 
along the re�ection wavepath by crosscorrelation of incident 
and re�ected/scattered wave	elds traveling in the same direction 
(Mora, 1989); therefore, it contains signi	cant information about 
the kinematics of the velocity model and is the base for the 
RFWI velocity update. Separation of the tomographic term 
from the migration term can then be achieved based on the 
propagation directions of the source and receiver wave	elds (Liu 
et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2013; Irabor and Warner, 2016). In our 

RFWI implementation, the high-wavenumber and low-wave-
number terms are used alternately to update density and velocity 
models, respectively. �e high-wavenumber density update 
introduces the deep re�ectors that will generate the back-scattered 
energy needed for the next iteration of low-wavenumber velocity 
updates. In this latter iteration, since the re�ector depths are 
self-derived from the current velocity model, the timing of the 
synthetic data matches the real data in a certain o�set range 
(typically near o�sets, which dominate the stack). RFWI will 
then derive the velocity update from the timing mismatch at 
di�erent o�sets. Because it relies on re�ection data, RFWI can 
produce updates to the velocity model along the re�ection 
wavepaths, beyond the reach of diving waves. Despite the limited 
angle coverage of deep re�ectors (Gomes and Chazalnoel, 2017), 
RFWI is still able to improve the traveltimes that have signi	cant 
impact on the migrated images. Once the kinematics of the 
model are improved, the migration term can be used later in a 
conventional FWI manner, to recover the high wavenumbers 
that cannot be retrieved by RFWI (Irabor and Warner, 2016).

RFWI on WAZ data
We use WAZ 	eld data to illustrate what RFWI can do for 

subsalt imaging. �e area is located in the western Gulf of Mexico 
(GOM) on the Mexican side of the proli	c Perdido fold belt. �e 
water depth ranges from 1500 to 3500 m. We start with a velocity 
model that underwent several iterations of tomography and FWI 
updates for the overburden, typical model building for the salt 
geometry, and a subsalt velocity update using well information and 

scans. Data preprocessing steps for 
RFWI include denoise, source and 
receiver deghosting, designature, and 3D 
surface-related multiple elimination. �e 
penetration depth for diving-wave energy 
is no more than 4 km, as the maximum 
o�set is 8.1 km along the cable. Because 
the subsalt targets are located at a depth 
of about 8 to 10 km, the bene	t from 
diving-wave energy is limited in this case. 
We 	rst focus on an area where the start-
ing model was able to update the over-
burden well but failed to properly update 
the shale velocity at the bottom of a 
minibasin because of the lack of re�ectiv-
ity inside the shale and the shale depth. 
Sediment �ood RTM shows the imaged 
rugose TOS below the shale body with 
the starting model (Figure 5a). RFWI 
was applied from 4 to 7 Hz following 
the same work�ow as presented by 
Chazalnoel et al. (2017). High-wave-
number components of the FWI gradient 
were used to update the density down to 
TOS, which drives the low-wavenumber 
velocity update above it. Figure 5b shows 
the sediment �ood RTM image after 
the RFWI update. We see improvements 
in the imaging of the TOS: overmigrated 

Figure 4. Single-trace FWI gradient on a medium with a single reflector. 
Component (a) is generated by transmitted waves, while components (b) and (c) 
are generated by reflected waves.

Figure 5. Sediment flood RTM shows TOS (a) before and (b) after suprasalt RFWI. (c) Salt body (red) RTM image 
before the update. (d) Suprasalt RFWI and reinterpretation improved the focusing of the BOS and continuity of 
subsalt. The red arrows point to the poorly focused TOS, BOS, and subsalt events before RFWI, while the green 
arrows point to the improved images after RFWI.
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swings on the peak event are now more coherent. �e TOS and 
base of salt (BOS) were reinterpreted, respectively, based on the 
sediment and salt �oods using RFWI velocity. Improved images 
of both the BOS and subsalt show the impact of the suprasalt 
velocity accuracy on salt interpretation (Figures 5c and 5d).

Following the shallow sediment update and salt geometry 
re	nement, we applied RFWI allowing an update of the sediment 
inclusion velocity inside the salt and the subsalt velocity. In 
Figure 6, we show an example where a thick salt body was barely 
penetrated by diving waves. �e complexity of the deep folds and 
the velocity uncertainty of the intrasalt inclusion make it di�cult 
for conventional velocity update methods to generate a viable 
solution. RFWI is able to improve both the velocity model and 
the corresponding image down to a depth of more than 10 km. 
�is can be seen clearly from the improved continuity of the deep 
Wilcox and Cretaceous events (Figures 6a and 6b) in the center 
of the image. Figure 7a shows the potential vertical aspect of the 
velocity perturbation from RFWI (Gomes and Chazalnoel, 2017) 

and also the limited update on the far left side of the image, due 
to the lack of the deep re�ections required for RFWI to work. 
RTM SOGs show that both event coherency and �atness are 
improved, con	rming that the update, although not perfect, 
provides a clear uplift (Figures 7b and 7c). Interestingly, the 
curvatures of deep events in the SOGs before the RFWI update 
varied rapidly along the line (green and red markers in Figure 7b), 
making it di�cult for conventional ray-based tomography to 
update; after the RFWI update, the curvatures in the SOGs are 
almost �at (green and red markers in Figure 7c), suggesting the 
overburden kinematic error is greatly reduced after RFWI.

Can we do better?
�e previous example shows how RFWI can help to reduce 

kinematic errors for subsalt targets with WAZ acquisition, 
resulting in a more focused image as well as �atter gathers. 
RFWI has clearly helped but still falls short of the FWI improve-
ment in the synthetic example shown in Figure 1c. If the mis-

match is due to imperfect data, is it 
possible to narrow this gap with better-
designed acquisitions?

In recent years, we have seen a 
number of new acquisition designs in the 
GOM aiming to resolve the complex 
imaging problems in the subsalt 
(Moldoveanu and Kapoor, 2009; 
Mandroux et al., 2013; Long et al., 2014). 
�ese acquisition designs have full-
azimuth (FAZ) coverage and ultralong 
o�sets that are greater than 14 km. 
Among these, the design with staggered 
vessels is a good candidate for FWI, as 
it has o�sets up to 18 km, with reliable 
low-frequency data down to at least 
2.5 Hz, thanks to the 50 m tow depth.

Figure 7. For the same line as Figure 6: (a) velocity-model perturbation from RFWI overlaid on RTM stack with updated model. The orange bracket shows the location of 
SOGs in (b) and (c). (b) RTM SOGs from initial model and (c) RTM SOGs from RFWI updated model. Green and red markers indicate the picked curvatures on the SOGs 
before and after the RFWI update.

Figure 6. Depth section of RTM stack for: (a) initial model and (b) RFWI updated model. White arrows indicate 
image improvements at the Wilcox and Cretaceous events.
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We use a data set from this FAZ staggered-vessel acquisition 
to illustrate what FWI can do with more suitable data. �e area 
of study is in the South Keathley Canyon in the GOM, where salt 
diapirs appear close to the water bottom. Figure 8a shows a cross 
section of an image after conventional top-down velocity-model 
building, while Figure 8b shows the corresponding velocity model 
overlaid with seismic. �e subsalt image is already good at the far 
left side of the image in Figure 8a. However, because of the complex 
salt geometry and uncertainty in the sediment model around it, 
the subsalt image is poor from the middle to the right. In this 
work, we smooth the velocity model around the salt and 	rst apply 
diving-wave FWI down to about a 5 km depth, which is the 
approximate penetration depth for this acquisition design with 
maximum o�set up to 18 km. �e FWI inversion is run from 2.5 
to 7 Hz, with the aim of correcting the velocity around the shallow 
salt body. After that, RFWI is run from 3.5 to 7 Hz to 	ll the 
remaining gap from the diving-wave penetration depth down to 
the subsalt events. Figures 8d and 8e show the image after RFWI, 
without and with the velocity model overlaid. Most of the subsalt 
re�ectors are focused after this FWI/RFWI work�ow, which 
requires minimal manual intervention. �e improvement in subsalt 

event focusing ranges from near to far o�sets, as can be seen on 
the RTM SOGs shown in Figures 8c and 8f. Notice that the salt 
shape has not been changed dramatically, while details have been 
added to the model in and around the salt, helping the focusing 
of the subsalt. �is level of detail could not be achieved with the 
conventional human-intensive salt interpretation but is recovered 
by the combined application of FWI and RFWI.

Conclusions
As demonstrated on synthetic data, FWI is a method that has 

the potential to recover very complex models with the right data. 
However, in reality, we often need to deal with imperfect acquisition 
designs that compromise FWI’s achievable bene	ts. With com-
monly used WAZ data in the GOM, we have shown that RFWI 
can correct some of the kinematic errors at subsalt level beyond 
diving-wave penetration and with data of limited o�set range.

We have also demonstrated that with much longer o�sets and 
good low-frequency content, FWI can help the salt inversion on 
	eld data as well and can potentially help simplify the labor-intensive 
salt-model building. More importantly, when combined with RFWI 
to bene	t from kinematic information contained in the deep 

Figure 8. Depth section in the area of study before the FWI update: (a) RTM stack, (b) stack with velocity model overlaid, and (c) RTM SOGs. The dashed white line indicates 
the approximate penetration depth for diving-wave energy with 18 km maximum offsets. The orange bracket shows the location of the SOGs. Depth section after FWI+RFWI 
update is shown below: (d) RTM stack, (e) stack with velocity overlaid, and (f) RTM SOGs. The white arrows indicate places where the velocity model and stack image are 
improved. The green boxes indicate the improvements in RTM SOGs around the center of the image.
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re�ections, FWI can produce signi	cant subsalt image uplift, which 
is hard to achieve with conventional methods.

�e 	eld data acquisition designs used in the examples are 
still far removed from the ideal one used in our synthetic tests, 
which suggests that an even greater improvement can be expected 
if better data are provided. Ocean-bottom-node (OBN) acquisi-
tions, for instance, often o�er more reliable low-frequency informa-
tion due to the lack of receiver-side ghost and minimal swell noise 
contamination, combined with ultralong o�sets greater than 
20 km. �ese advantages make OBN data an ideal choice for 
FWI since it can penetrate to most of the target levels of interest 
with high 	delity of low-frequency signal to ensure reliable updates 
even for salt within diving-wave penetration. 
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